
PE204: FLUID MECHANICS 

CREDITS = 5 (L=3, T=0, P=2) 
 

 

 

Course Objective:  

The course is designed to give fundamental knowledge of fluid properties, statics, kinematics, 

energy and fluid flow under various conditions. 

Teaching and Assessment Scheme: 

Teaching Scheme Credits Assessment Scheme 

L T P C 
Theory Practical 

Total 

Marks 

ESE CE ESE CE  

150 3 0 2 5 70 30 30 20 

Course Contents: 

Unit 

No. 
Topics 

Teaching 

Hours 

1 Introduction: 

Concept of fluid; Fluid as continuum; Fluid density; Newtons law of viscosity 

and shear stress; Types of fluid; Types of fluid flow; Flow patterns; Vapour 

pressure and cavitation; Surface tension and capillary effect; Power consumed to 

rotate shaft in a stationary cylinder; Torque required to rotate disc; Capillary rise 

between two concentric glass tubes and between two vertical parallel glass plates. 

04 

2 Pressure, Fluid Statics and Kinematics: 

Pressure (absolute, gage and vacuum); Pascals law of pressure at a point; 

Hydrostatic law; Variation of pressure with depth; Measurement of pressure 

using barometer, manometer, piezometer; Hydrostatic forces on submerged plane 

surfaces and submerged curved surfaces (centre of pressure, resultant force and 

pressure prism); Buoyancy and stability (Archimedes principle and equilibrium 

of floating bodies); Stability of immersed and floating bodies; Determination of 

metacentric height; Types of motion or deformation of fluid elements; Velocity 

and acceleration of fluid particle; Average velocity; Mass and volume flow rate; 

Differential equation of mass conservation; Equation of motion for free and 

forced vortex flow. 

10 



Unit 

No. 
Topics 

Teaching 

Hours 

3 Bernoulli and Energy Equations: 

Linear and angular momentum; Mechanical energy of flowing fluid; Bernoulli 

equation (Acceleration of fluid particle and Euler’s equation of motion along 

streamline); Pressure (Static, dynamic and stagnation); Hydraulic grade line and 

energy grade line; Measurement of velocity using Pitot tube and Piezometer; 

Principles and applications of Orificemeter and Venturimeter; Flow through 

orifice and determination of hydraulic coefficients; Measurement of flow rate 

using Rotameter, rectangular notch and triangular notch. 

Dimensional Analysis: 

Primary and secondary dimensions; Dimensional homogeneity; Buckingham-π 

theorem and the method of selecting repeating variables. 

13 

4 Fluid Flow: 

Reynolds number; Laminar and turbulent flow; Reynolds experiment; Flow of 

viscous fluid through circular pipe (Hagen Poiseuille formula); Flow of viscous 

fluid between two parallel fixed plates (Plane Poiseuille flow); Measurement of 

viscosity using viscometer (capillary tube, falling sphere, rotating cylinder and 

office type); Expression for loss of head due to friction in pipe (Darcy Weisbach 

equation); Moody Diagram. 

07 

5 Flow Through Pipes: 

Loss of energy in pipes; Major energy loss (Chezy’s formula); Minor energy loss 

(due to sudden enlargement, sudden contraction, entrance at pipe, exit of pipe, 

obstruction in pipe, bend in pipe and pipe fittings); Hydraulic gradient line and 

total energy line; Flow through pipe in series and parallel; Equivalent pipe; Power 

transmission through pipes; Flow through nozzle at end of pipe. 

08 

 TOTAL 42 
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Course Outcomes (COs):   At the end of this course students will be able to ….. 

1. Learn basic concepts of fluid mechanics. 

2. Apply the knowledge of pressure, statics and kinematics approaches to solve engineering 

problems in fluid mechanics.  

3. Examine energy equations, determine volumetric flow rate using obstruction meters and 

develop relations using dimensional analysis. 

4. Analyze flow of viscous fluid and experimentally measure viscosity of fluid. 

5. Evaluate major and minor energy loss in fluid flow through pipes. 
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